MARKETS

Injection Molding - Deodorant Sticks

Deodorant
/ Anti-Perspirant
Sun Care

CAPABILITES

Personal Care

Our dedicated manufacturing facility provides the largest selection of stock
tools in North America. Comprehensive automated assembly of components
offered in both top and bottom fill. Interchangeable parts allow for flexible
fill levels and a full assortment of capacities ranging from 13g to 100g.
The manufacturing site is ISO:9001 certified, follows GMP guidelines, quality
assurance and preventative maintenance programs.

Anti-Chafing
Healthcare

Sticks can be used for a multitude of topical applications offering no-mess
convenience. This packaging solution allows brands new marketing options and
product extensions. Our full assortment of sizes provides variety from travel
size for on-the-go ease to bonus size sticks providing promotional options.
For natural, organic, clean or botanical products, show customers your brand’s
dedication to the environment with our Post Consumer Recycled (PCR) sticks.
Varying PCR percentages can be included in your package.
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We have worked extensively in partnership with well-renowned companies to
establish their brand image. Work with our experienced sales and technical
team to collaborate on a custom design and features to provide a distinct stick
package.

RESIN/MATERIALS
PP • PCR
Custom colors available.

PRODUCTS
Oval Sticks
Gel Sticks
Wide Sticks
Travel Sticks
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SUSTAINABILITY
IntraPac is dedicated to environmentally
friendly manufacturing processes and
packaging options.
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(1) Sticks are a popular package for Sunscreen and
other topical skin applications. Our full-size stick assortment allows for full body coverage or the travel size is
perfect for face or baby applications.
(2) Choose from our assortment of stock
options. Custom color the barrel or closure to complete
the package.
(3) For more fluid formulas, dispense your Gel or Soft
Solid product with this oval stick option.
(4) Offer our Bonus Size or create incentive for an
impulse purchase with 33% more.
(5) Widesticks are a suitable option for Men’s products,
this package delivers a more masculine feel for your
brand.

•

100% PP recyclable code 5

•

Less Plastic- light weighting-reduced gram weight

•

Recycled Plastic- Post Consumer Recycled (PCR)

DEORDORANT STICK CAPABILITIES
FILL PROCESS

Oval Stick Deodorant

Oval Wide Stick

FILL CAPACITY

FILL RANGE GRAMS

FILL RANGE OUNCE

CLOSURE
OPTIONS

Top Fill

50g (1.8oz)

45-73

1.6-2.6

Dome or Flat

Top Fill

75g (2.6oz)

58-86

2.0-3.0

Dome or Flat

Top Fill

90g (3.2oz)

88-103

3.1-3.6

Dome or Flat

Top Fill

100g (3.5oz)

98-108

3.5-3.8

Dome or Flat

Bottom Fill

75g (2.6oz)

38 -76

1.3-2.7

Dome or Flat

Bottom Fill

90g (3.2oz)

70-94

2.5-3.3

Dome or Flat

Top Fill

64g (2.25oz)

56-64

2.0-2.25

Flat or Tapered
Flat or Tapered

Top Fill

92g (3.25oz )

71/74/85/92

2.5/2.6/3.0/3.25

Oval Travel Stick

Top Fill

23g (0.81oz)

13/15/23

.45/.53/.81

Dome

Oval Gel/Soft Solid

Top Fill

66g (2.3oz)

60/66

2.1/2.3

Tapered

Widestick Gel

Top Fill

95g (3.4oz)

95

3.4

Flat

* Fill chart is a reference for existing fill volumes. New fill volumes can be created
within our stock offerings.
* Flexible Fill Levels available for each size.
* Please note volumes and capacities should be used as a reference and will
change according to product density.
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